
Alpinestars Marc Marquez MM
93 Aragon Gloves Black
Anthracite Red Size L
A35699201036
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,500.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

A35699201036 The Aragon Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Marc Marquez MM
93 Aragon Gloves Grey Red
White Size L
A35699209332
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,500.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

A35699209332 The Aragon Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Marc Marquez MM
93 Aragon Gloves Grey Red
White Size M
A35699209332
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,500.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

A35699209332 The Aragon Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Marc Marquez MM
93 Spider Aragon Gloves Dark
Grey Red Size L
A3569920933
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,500.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

A3569920933 The Aragon Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Morph Short Gloves
Black / Red
3567122-1303
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹13,500.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

Alpinestars Morph Short Gloves 3567122-1303 The short cuff Morph Sport Glove has minimal
seam construction for maximum comfort and performance. The glove features a MorphTech
Weave™ backhand for enhanced mechanical safety performance while also providing flexibility
and dexterity, thus promoting feel with the bike’s controls. This glove is also equipped with an
over-injected knuckle for protection against impacts and Alpinestars patented race finger bridge
for the prevention of finger roll and separation. Construction: - MorphTech Weave™
construction delivers performance flexibility, freedom of movement, and dexterity with the
bike’s controls. - Seamless dual density knuckle for effective impact protection. - RIDEKNIT®
inserts offer enhanced stretch, breathability and flexibility for optimized rider comfort.
Protection: - According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for
the marketing of this product. The following standards apply: Fully CE certified motorcycling
product: CE Level 2 KP. Technical features: - Minimal stitching increases comfort while
reducing the risk of stitching failure in the event of mechanical stress. - The over-injected
knuckle delivers Level 2 impact protection in a compact component, while also being flexible
and allowing unobtrusive hand movements. - Palm stretch insert and seamless wrist closure for
additional comfort in key zones. - Alpinestars patented race finger bridge prevents finger roll
and separation in the event of an off. - Touchscreen compatible index and thumb for use with
smart devices. FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Reef Black
Reflective Gloves
3569020-1119
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,300.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

3569020-1119 The Reef Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Reef Black White
Red Reflective Gloves
3569020-1231
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,300.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

3569020-1231 The Reef Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Reef Gloves Black
Grey Camo Red Size L
A35690201343
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,500.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

A35690201343 The Reef Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars Reef Gloves Black
Grey Camo Red Size M
A35690201343
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹4,500.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

A35690201343 The Reef Glove features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability and a synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for
urban riding. This glove also boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist
construction for an optimized fit within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for
effective protection against impacts and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS
systems and smartphones. Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high
levels of breathability. - Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch
fourchette for optimized flexibility and breathability. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure
closure. - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. Protection: -
According to European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing
of this product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. -
Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. - Rubber
grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC
covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection against impacts. Technical features: -
Ergonomic stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media
compatible index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the
sleeves of a jacket. - Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. This picture
is only indicative FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars SMX-2 Air Carbon V2
Gloves Black / Red / White
3567717-132
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹10,000.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

Alpinestars SMX-2 Air Carbon V2 Gloves 3567717-132 Featuring an evolutionary innovative
design and new material construction to enable it to achieve the highest CE certification
standards, the SMX-2 Air Carbon V2 Glove features carbon knuckle guards, a technical 3D mesh
and leather main shell construction to provide excellent levels of protection and cooling airflow
for those hot summer days cutting through the downtown traffic. Construction: - Newly
designed and durable, multi-panel main shell construction incorporating full-grain leather and
3D mesh for durability, abrasion resistance and high levels of breathability. - An innovative
microfiber and PU grip insert strategically positioned on palm and thumb for excellent levels of
grip control and durability. - Alpinestarsﾒ exclusive ergonomic stretch insert between palm and
thumb offers improved range of hand movement and greater sensitivity while operating the
bike controls. - Incorporates premium quality suede palm and landing reinforcement for grip,
control and durability. - Ergonomically shaped Alpinestarsﾒ innovative carbon knuckle guard
provides exceptional impact and abrasion protection. Guard is reinforced on the interior
sidewith thick EVA foam for improved levels of fit, comfort and shock absorption. - Finger tops
and back hand incorporates poly mesh, TPR inserts for additional impact abrasion and
ventilation in critical areas. - Impact absorbing EVA foam panels on thumb for additional impact
performance. Technical features: - Pre-curved finger construction to reduce riding fatigue. -
Neoprene wrist cuff plus velcro and TPR closure for secure and personalized closure. -
Touchscreen compatible index fingertip and thumb for use with smartphones and GPS systems.
- Stretch finger sidewalls for improved flexibility and comfort. - 3D mesh finger and thumb
surfaces for cooling performance. FOR MORE INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT US
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Alpinestars X Diesel AS-DSL
Shotaro Black Gloves
3567421-10
Read More
SKU:
Price: ₹6,000.00
Categories: Gloves

Product Description

Alpinestars X Diesel AS-DSL Shotaro 3567421-10 The Alpinestars X Diesel AS-DSL Shotaro Glove
features a stretch fabric construction for low weight and high levels of breathability and a
synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance; perfect for urban riding. This glove also
boasts a wealth of rider-friendly touches including a slim wrist construction for an optimized fit
within the sleeves of a jacket, a covered hard knuckle for effective protection against impacts
and a touchscreen compatible index finger for use with GPS systems and smartphones.
Construction: - Stretch fabric construction for low weight and high levels of breathability. -
Synthetic suede palm for enhanced abrasion resistance. - Stretch fourchette for optimized
flexibility and breathability. - Rubber grip zone for excellent levels of grip and additional
protection against abrasion and cuts. - PVC covered hard knuckle for enhanced protection
against impacts. - Webbing wrist strap for a safe and secure closure. Protection: - According to
European statutory law the CE mark is a conformity requirement for the marketing of this
product. The following standards apply to this product: - EN 13594 2015, Level 1 KP. Technical
features: - Ergonomic thumb for optimized freedom of movement and flexibility. - Ergonomic
stretch insert for enhanced stretch in the palm and additional comfort. - Multi-media compatible
index finger. - Slim wrist construction ensures the glove sits better within the sleeves of a
jacket. - Maze pattern heat stamp on palm for enhanced protection against abrasion and cuts. -
Stretch mesh construction on full back hand for breathability. FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT US
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